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One minute Jordan March was falling out a window and the next she was falling in love - with the

emergency room doctor! It looked as if nothing could stand in the way of Jordan and Dr. Amy

Stewart finding true love together... except a banana peel, a psycho stalker, a lesbian poetess, an

extreme chef, a KGB spy, and a sex toy inventor.Join Saxon Bennett and Layce Gardner as they

combine their creative *genius to bring you the romantic comedy of the century. ** Guaranteed

money back if you don't laugh out loud.* Geniuses in their own mind.** This is a lie. The authors are

broke.
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Individually, these authors are funny, sensitive, and articulate story tellers. Together, they have

produced a story that will have you laughing, cheering and cringing, all at the same time. As

hysterical as the characters are, they are also real, and beautifully flawed.This is a wonderful

girl-meets-girl romance, with revenge, unrequited love, mystery, mayhem, a crazy Russian

roommate and a moronic boyfriend.



I laughed throughout this book, and loved every eye tearing moment of it!As much as I enjoyed the

main two characters, I was also enthralled by the rest of the cast...Edison, Irma, Petronella...even

Chad's insane actions were hilarious.A great read for when you want a laugh, or just a light read

with very little angst.Thank you Layce &Saxon, for sharing your talent!

I have conflicting feelings about this book. It was funny in parts and fast paced, but I am a bit

disturbed by the way the story treated what was an escalating obsessive stalker. It would have been

funny had the authors stopped short of where they did with the characters behavior. The book made

to light of the situation they presented, which at the very least should have resulted in the stalker

being fired and more appropriately arrested. I have a hard time laughing at such blase treatment of

a situation that has caused so much death and destruction in the lives of so many women. This is

akin to making fun of an attempted rape. I'm giving this book two stars because it was well written,

and had it's moments aside from the stalker story line, but I just can't recommended this book.

A big series of mishaps that came together in a thoughtful, funny and witty way. This is my second

read by this comedic duo and I am already looking forward to the next book. Genuine characters

and while a disturbing stalker involved, it was handled with defiant humor before things got ugly.

The story plays out with twists and turns not expected and makes you laugh out loud eager to see

what happens next. A fly on the wall feeling as the tale develops and I am hooked on this couple's

style of writing. A clear comedic romance and a great read!

This book was very funny! I was sitting in the waiting room while getting an oil change and couldn't

stop myself from literally laughing out loud a few times. The characters are quirky and there are

some very silly situations, but it's all part of the fun of the book. It's also a very quick, easy read. I

managed to breeze through it in no time at all.

A great read... and I am not a romantic comedy person. I laughed so loud and hard that I woke my

wife up on a few occasions. She had loaned me the ebook, so when she woke up she would just

say,"which part?"... and there were so many "parts!" Loved it.

Comedy is a hard brand but Saxon and Layce has succeeded brilliantly (once again). I see this

book as an animated film in my mind even though it has been few days since I finished it. If you



want to have lots of laughs and see how characters get in and out of all kind of tricky situations then

this is something you have to read.

This was fun. If you need a break from drama, want to stop taking the world so seriously, and don't

need to read all the erotic details in the love scene, this is the book for you. It's a fun story that really

will make you laugh out loud.
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